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A Time-Comparison Circuit in the Electric Fish Midbrain.
II. Functional Morphology
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The weakly electric fish Eigenmanniu is able to detect temporal
disparities as small as 400 nsec between two signals from different parts of the body surface (Carr et al., 1986). The elements
of this time-comparison circuit have been identified by EM reconstruction of its component cells.
Information about the timing of the zero-crossing of signals
on each area of the body surface is coded in phase-coder receptors, a subset of tuberous electroreceptors. Electroreceptors on
the body surface are innervated by primary afferents with their
central termination on the spherical cells of the medullary electrosensory lateral line lobe. These cells project to lamina VI of
the midbrain torus, a structure similar to the inferior colliculus.
Afferents entering lamina VI form a very restricted terminal
arbor in which they synapse on the three cell types of this lamina. Each afferent makes gap-junction synapses on one or two
giant cell somata and morphologically mixed synapses on the
distal dendrites of two types of small cell. The afferent terminals
thus encode the timing of the electric signal on a local patch of
the body surface, forming a somatotopic map of the body surface
in lamina VI.
The giant cells are adendritic and their axonal arbor is such
as to distribute timing information originating from one part of
the body surface throughout lamina VI, so that each region of
lamina VI receives information about the timing of zero-crossings from the entire body surface from giant cells, as well as
information from a local portion of the body surface from the
afferent terminals. The giant cells terminate exclusively on the
cell bodies of the small cells of lamina VI, shown to be sensitive
to small temporal disparities by Heiligenberg and Rose (1985).
Thus, each small cell receives a single synapse on its soma from
a giant cell that conveys phase-coding information from some
portion of the body surface and receives local phase-coding input onto its dendrites from spherical cell afferents.
The sensitivity of the small cells to temporal disparities appears to be conferred by their segregation of inputs from two
different parts of the body surface onto dendrites and soma,
respectively. We propose that the dendritic input acts as a delay
line, and the small cell fires maximally when the inputs from
the dendrites and the giant cell input onto the soma coincide.

surface. These temporal disparities occur when the animal’s own
electric organ discharge is differentially contaminated by an interfering electric organ discharge from a neighboring fish (Bullock et al., 1972; Carr et al., 1986; for reviews, see Heiligenberg,
1977, 1980, 1983). Sensitivity to these temporal disparities
emerges in the small cells of lamina VI of the midbrain torus
semicircularis dorsalis (hereafter referred to as the torus), a nucleus similar’ to the inferior colliculus (Heiligenberg and Carr,
1983; Heiligenberg and Rose, 1985). Lamina VI of the torus
receives information about the timing of zero-crossings2 from
different parts of the body surface through the phase-coding
system-see Figure 1 (Cat-r et al., 1986). Phase-coding electroreceptors on the body surface are innervated by phase-coding
primary afferents that synapse on spherical cells of the electrosensory lateral line lobe of medulla. Spherical cells relay this
phase-coding signal to the midbrain torus and synapse on the
giant and small cell types of lamina VI. The small cells respond
to specific differences in timing of the zero-crossing of these
signals from different regions of the body. The mechanism underlying this sensitivity to temporal disparities is of general
relevance to a number of sensory systems, such as directional
hearing, and it is notable in its accessibility in Eigenmannia.
The attempt to correlate circuit structure with function is a
complex undertaking in the vertebrate brain. Many of these
difficulties are reduced in lamina VI. It has a single well-characterized type of input, three cell types, and a specific and unique
function, the evaluation of differences in phase (or the timing
of zero-crossings) between signals from different parts of the
body surface. Lamina VI is also functionally close (two electrotonic synapses) to its primary sensory input. Intracellular recording and labeling with HRP have been used to identify the
site of the phase comparisons in the electric fish torus, followed
by ultrastructural reconstruction of the labeled elements.
Materials and Methods

Eigenmannia

Three techniques were used to label cells and thus identify the components of this circuit. These were a variation of the Golgi-Kopsch
technique (Carr and Maler, 1985; Riley, 1979) and intracellular injection
of HRP and Lucifer yellow. Labeled cells were also processed for light
microscopy (Carr et al., 1986).
Normal material for electron microscopy was prepared following the
protocol of Maler et al. (198 l), and tissue for HRP-EM was processed
according to the protocol of Wilson and Groves (1980). After intracel-
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’ The sensory midbrain of weakly electric fish contains separate representations
of the auditory, mechanoreceptive
lateral line and electroreceptive
senses. There
is no evidence, with the loss of the lateral line senses among some amphibians
and all amniotes. that the central neural oathwavs and nuclei are retained and
used to process ‘information
from other’sensoj
modalities (Boord and McCormick, 1984). The relationship of the dorsal torus semicircularis to the inferior
colliculus therefore may not be accurately described at present.
* Zero-crossings are the time at which the voltage across the skin changes from
inside-positive
to outside-positive.

Behavioral experiments have shown that the weakly electric fish
is able to detect temporal disparities of less than
0.5 msec between two signals from different areas of its body
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Figure1. The phase-coding system
ofEigenmannia.
A, Sagittal section of
the Eigenmanniabrain reveals the
elements of the phase-coding system.
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lular injection of HRP and survival of a few hours, the fish was transcardially perfused with saline followed by 2% paraformaldehyde/2%
glutaraldehyde. The brain was removed, postfixed for an hour and then
sectioned on a vibratome (40-60 pm thick). Despite excellent fixation,
intact myelin was rare in these sections; the damage may be attributed
to the vibratome or the room-temperature HRP reaction. After HankerYates reaction as modified by Finger (Bell et al., 198 l), the wet sections
were inspected for HRP labels under the microscope. Those sections

TORS

of the electrosensory lateral line lobe
and lamina VI of the torus. CB, Cerebellum; ELL, electrosensory lateral
line lobe; TEL, telencephalon; OT,
optic tectum; KS, dorsal torus semicircularis. Bar, 1 mm. B, Diagram of
the phase-coding system. Electroreceptors on the body surface are of two
types, phase-coding (blacksymbols)
and amplitude-coding
(open symbols). Phase-coding electroreceptors
are innervated by primary afferents
with cell bodies in the ganglion of the
anterior lateral line nerve, and central
terminations on the somata of the
spherical cells of the electrosensory
lateral line lobe. Spherical cells relay
phase-coding information to lamina
VI of the midbrain torus, where they
synapse on the giant and small cell
symbols
types of that lamina. Resistor
denote electrotonic synapses.

that contained processes of interest (terminal fields rather than axons
alone) were osmicated and embedded for EM sectioning. The density
of the reaction product may be readily controlled by the degree of
osmication.
The embedded sections were either serially sectioned onto single-hole
Formvar-coated grids or cut into 3 pm semithin sections that were again
inspected for labels of interest. Labeled processes were then drawn with
the camera lucida before the semithin section was reembedded for ul-
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Figure 2. Spherical cell axons from the electrosensory lateral line lobe terminate in lamina VI on two targets, the giant cell and the distal dendrites
of small cells. A, Camera lucida drawing on the terminal arbor in lamina VI of an afferent to the torus. Shaded portions permit visualization of
overlapping knots of afferent terminals. Ultrastructural analyses have shown that each knot (*) participates in at least one synaptic island. The open
arrow indicates the incoming axon. Bar, 20 pm. B, Photomicrograph of afferent terminals surrounding a giant cell soma. Note the knots of terminals
distant from the soma. Bar, 20 pm. C, An HRP-labeled afferent entering a synaptic island, at which point it loses its myelin and forms synapses
(arrows) on the mitochondria-rich
dendrite that enters at lower left. Bar, 2 pm. D, Giant cell soma with two HRP-labeled afferent terminals (arrows).
Bar, 8 pm. E, HRP-labeled afferent axons synapsing (arrows) on a dendrite in a synaptic island. Note that they lose their myelin just before they
form synapses. Bar, 4 pm. F, Light micrograph of an HRP-filled afferent forming two synapses (arrow) on a giant cell soma. Bar, 20 pm.

Figure 3. Morphology of giant cells. A, Camera lucida drawing of an HRP-filled giant cell, reconstructed from transverse sections to provide a
dorsal view of the entire mediolateral view of lamina VI. Note all toral laminae are fused across the midline; i.e., the torus is a single midline
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nucleus. The axons marked as rostra1 and caudal travel to the contralateral side of lamina VI and are actually separated by 1500 pm. Note the
many terminal swellings on the axons. M, midline of lamina VI; L, lateral. Bar, 200 pm. B, Montage of the soma (*) and initial segment of the
giant cell. Only a small portion of the soma remains in the section, but on it may be seen three afferent terminals, while another is found on the
initial segment (curved arrows). The initial segment has a characteristic dense coating until the onset of myelination. The first branch off the main
axon trunk occurs within 10 pm of the soma. Also in this montage are two small cells, one in the upper left and the other at lower right. They each
receive a synapse from other giant cells (arrows). The small cell at left (b) is type VIb, characterized by pale cytoplasm, and the small cell at right
(c) is the second type, VIc, with darker cytoplasm. Bar, 5 Wm.
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timateserialthin sectioning.Inspectionof seriallysectionedmaterial
underthe EM allowedusto follow the courseof labeledprocesses
up
to their synapticcontacts.The presence
of particularintracellularfeaturesthat characterizea given classof neuronsenabledusto identify
thecell typecontactedby the labeledsynapse
(Carr et al., 1983).
Results

Information about the timing of electrosensory signalsfrom
different parts of the body surface is processedby the phasecoding system(Scheichet al., 1973),which is specializedfor the
rapid and accuratetransmissionof this form of information. A
previous paper (Carr et al., 1986)detailed the behavioral limits
and physiologicaladaptationsof this systemand suggestedthat
the improvement in accuracy in the phase-codingsystemfrom
receptor to midbrain torus may in part be due to spatial convergence.The data below provide a morphological substratefor
the sensitivity of the phase-codingsystem to small temporal
disparitiesthat emergein lamina VI of the midbrain torus.
Phase-codingaferents
Lamina VI receivesinformation about the timing of zero-crossings (phase)from the entire body surface, transmitted by primary afferentsof the phase-codingtype, through gapjunctions
to the sphericalcellsof the three tuberouszonesof the ipsilateral
medullary electrosensorylateral line lobe (Fig. 1; Carr et al.,
1982; Heiligenbergand Dye, 1982; Maler et al., 1981). These
sphericalcells project through thick myelinated axons to the
co,ntralaterallamina VI of the midbrain torus. They synapseon
the cell bodiesof a singleclassof giant (20-40 Km soma)phasecoding interneurons. All three electrosensorylateral line lobe
mapsconverge on a singlesomatotopic map in the torus (Carr
et al., 1981; Heiligenbergand Bastian, 1984;Maler et al., 1982).
Intracellular recording and filling of the spherical cell axons
of the electrosensorylateral line lobe demonstrate that each
forms a densebasket of terminals around the somaof a single
giant cell in the torus (Fig. 2, A, B, D). What degreeof convergenceexists from lateral line lobe to torus? There are approximately 380 giant cells in lamina VI, and 1200-1500 spherical
cellsfrom both electrosensorylateral line lobes.The meanconvergenceis therefore 4:l (Carr et al., 1986). A similar rate of
convergencecan be inferred from ultrastructural studies.Spherical cell axons injected with HRP show obvious boutons on
giant cell somata,which may be counted at the LM level (Fig.
20. Sevenlabeledafferentswereexamined; numbersof boutons
per somarangedfrom 1 to 8 (mean + SD = 4 + 2.2). Examination of serialsectionsthrough giant cell somataat the ultrastructural level yielded counts of a total of 12 and 15 synapses
per cell. In one unusual case,an HRP-filled afferent synapsed
on two neighboring giant cells. Two synapseswere found on
one giant cell (Fig. 3F), and four on its neighbor, 20 pm away.
In serialsectionthrough two other afferent terminals, terminals
were observed on a singlegiant cell in each case.In addition,
observations of seven labeled afferents with the LM showed
terminals on a singlegiant cell in each case.
Theseestimatesconfirm the measuresof convergencein the
earlier paper(Carr et al., 1986) indicating that giant cellsreceive
inputs from three to four sphericalcells. Thus, each giant cell
would have a receptive field somewhatlarger than the receptive
fields in the electrosensorylateral line lobe. This convergence
at both the nerve-lateral line lobe and the lateral line lobe-torus
level may partially account for the improvement in timing accuracy or decreasein jitter with the progressionfrom primary
afferent to midbrain torus (Carr et al., 1986).
The phase-codingspherical cell afferents form larger clubshapedendingson the somataof lamina VI giant cells, losing
their myelin very close to the terminal (Figs. 20, 40. These
terminals are very similar to those made by the phase-coding
primary afferents onto the spherical cells in the medulla, the
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source of these afferents (Maler et al., 1981). The terminals
contain a densematrix of mitochondria, microtubules,and neurofilaments, as well as a large number of vesicles, dense-core
vesicles,and coated vesicles,none of which appearsto be associatedwith the presynaptic membrane.These synapsesmay
be purely mediatedby gapjunctions. The sphericalcell afferents
make extensive contact with the giant cell somata,the contact
zone consistingof desmosomes,gapjunctions, and unspecialized appositions.The gapjunctions are long, rather than punctate, and asymmetric, with a denseregion made up of globular
subunitsup to 30 nm into the postsynaptic side(Fig. 4E). That
part of the giant cell that is not covered with afferent terminals
is wrapped in glial processes.
Phase-codingspherical cell afferents do more than synapse
on the somataof giant cells.The majority of the synapsesmade
by these afferents are in the neuropil of lamina VI near their
target giant cell, in the “synaptic islands” created by the interdigitation of small cell dendrites and axon terminals (Figs. 2C,
E; 6). In serial sectionsthrough the basket of terminals formed
by an afferent, it was found to participate in approximately 25
synaptic islands.This form of connection appearscentral to the
ability of lamina VI to perform temporal discriminations, and
will be discussedin detail below.
Giant cells
The giant cells of lamina VI are the largest(20-40 pm soma)
cell type in the torus (Carr and Maler, 1985).They are all unipolar and adendritic; the axon hastwo or three large collaterals
and a number of finer branchesthat arborize closeto the soma.
Intracellular fills in the torus giant cellsdemonstratethat they
have a characteristic morphology that enablesthem to convey
phaseinformation to almostevery other part of lamina VI (Fig.
3A). Lamina VI is somatotopically organized, with the head
representedrostrally and trunk representedcaudally. Giant cells
with receptive fields on the dorsal surface of the fish’s body
surfaceare found medially in lamina VI, while those cellswith
receptive fields on the ventral surfaceare at the lateral edgesof
the lamina. Becauseof this somatotopic organization, the morphology of the giant cell is dependenton the part of the body
from which it receivesits input. All giant cellshave two or more
thick axon collaterals (5-15 km), at least one of which is contralateral, making a homotypic connection in the vicinity of its
contralateral homologue and thus ensuring that timing information from equivalent but opposite sidesof the body arrives
in the sameregion of lamina VI. Giant cellsin the more caudal
torus, which receive their input from phase-codingspherical
cellswith receptive fieldson the trunk, generallyalsosendanother
contralateral axon to a more rostra1(head)region of lamina VI,
while rostrally situated giant cells send a secondaxon to the
more caudalcontralateral (trunk) region of lamina VI. As a rule,
giant cellshave at leastone ipsilateralaxon that is either rostrally
or caudally directed, dependingon the cell’s location. The connections of thesegiant intemeurons provide a substratefor the
phasecomparisonsessentialfor the performanceofthe jamming
avoidance response(Carr et al., 1986).
The giant cell somataare electron-densedue to the presence
of large numbers of intracellular organelles,particularly mitochondria, lysosomes,the Golgi apparatus,and rough endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 4). They are surrounded by several layers
of glial processesthat envelop the cell except where it receives
afferent input. Many of the afferent terminals onto the somaare
located closeto the initial segment,which is long and thick with
a prominent denseundercoating (Fig. 3B). The initial segment
contains smooth endoplasmicreticulum and polyribosomesas
well as the microtubules and neurofilamentsfound throughout
the length of the axon. The axons of lamina VI range in size
from 2 to 15 pm in diameter (Fig. 40). It hasbeen possibleto
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Figure 4. Giant cell morphology. A, Light micrograph of a portion of an HRP-labeled giant cell. Note the unipolar soma and thick axons. Bar,
Note that the terminals lose their myelin within 1 pm of the synapse. Bar, 2 pm.
100 pm. B, Giant cell soma with two afferent synapses (arrows).
C, Afferent to giant cell synapse. Gap junctions alternate with desmosomal contacts. Bar, 1 pm. D, Giant cell with an adjacent axon containing a
node (arrow). Bar, 3 pm. E, Details of the afferent (A) to giant (G) cell synapse. Bar, 0.5 pm. F, Node in a giant cell taxon. Bar, 2 pm.
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measureinternodal distancesin five cases;they rangedfrom 20
to 30 Mm(Fig. 4F).
The axons of giant cells form only one type of termination
on the cell body of the smallcells (Fig. 5). This connection may
be observed even at the LM level, as heavy HRP fills of giant
cells often produce transneuronally labeled small cell bodies
(Triller and Kom, 1981) next to giant cell axon terminals (Fig.
5C). We usedtheseappositionsto estimateby light microscopy
the number of synapsesmadeby an individual giant cell. Every
blind-ending axon close to a small cell somawas assumedto
be a terminal and scored as a synapse.Eleven giant-cell fills
werecounted,yielding a meanof 88 (f 15SD) apparent synapses
per cell. Theseconnectionsweredensestwithin a 300 pm radius
of the soma but were found throughout the giant cell arborization. These estimateswere confirmed by ultrastructural observationsof eight HRP-labeled giant cell terminals onto small
cellsboth closeto and far from the giant cell soma (Fig. 5F).
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terminal ends in associationwith the afferent terminals of incoming spherical cell axons (Figs. 2C, E; 6). This structure is
surroundedby numerousthin glial lamellaeandhasbeentermed
a synaptic island after similar structures in the weakly electric
pulse fish, Gymnotus carapo (Sotelo et al., 1975).
In the synaptic islands, both chemical and gapjunction are
found side by side, forming morphologically mixed synapses.
Clusters of round vesiclesare found againstpresynaptic densities, and the gapjunction conforms to those describedin the
generalliterature (Sotelo and Kom, 1978) and in other Gymnotiformes specifically (Sotelo et al., 1975).The gapjunction is
the most common type observed in gymnotiform fish-see Fig.
4E (Maler et al., 1981; Pappaset al., 1975; Sotelo and Llinas,
1972; Tokunaga et al., 1980), being asymmetric with an electron-dense region about 30 nm thick on the postsynaptic side.
An individual axon terminal and the dendrite of a small cell
may form numerous synapseson one another (Fig. 6). The
degreeof intermingling of axonal and dendritic elementsis considerable.DenseHRP fills of an afferent obscurethe presynaptic
details in a synapsebut alsodisplay an unusualfeature of these
afferent terminals. The terminal may thin to a flat sheet,about
100 nm thick, and wrap about the dendrite (Fig. 60). Such
appositions do not appear to contain either synapsesor tight
junctions. Thus, in addition to the glial lamellaethat surround
the synaptic islands,the afferent terminal itself may add electrical isolation. The glial wrappingsmay alsobe well developed,
as in the rare caseof a synaptic island surrounded entirely by
myelin, soasto form a cylinder with a myelinated axon entering
on one sideand a dendrite exiting on the other.
Each small cell has from two to six dendrites, each of which
receives input from a phase-codingafferent. In somecases,an
afferent may contact more than one dendrite in a singlesynaptic
island, and in one instance, two axons were observedto enter
and synapseon one another, as well as on the dendrite in a
synaptic island. The axoaxonic synapsehad a similar form to
the surrounding axodendritic synapses.It was not observedin
a casewith intracellular labeling, and consequentlythe identity
of the two axon terminals is unknown.

Small cells
Lamina VI containstwo smallcell types (Carr and Maler, 1985)
both of which respondto small temporal disparities (Heiligenberg and Rose, 1985).They have somataof 6-12 hrn diameter
and are very numerous, scattered throughout the lamina and
sometimesgrouped in clustersof two to three cells (Fig. 5A).
The smallcells have two or four thin (1 pm) smooth dendrites
that leavethe somaand form convoluted, enlargedendingssome
lo-40 pm away. These may be seenin a Golgi-Kopsch preparation (Fig. 5, A, D). Ultrastructural studies show that these
endingsform the synaptic islandsthat are found throughout the
neuropil of VI.
Although two types of small cell may be distinguished on
physiologicaland ultrastructural grounds, and in Golgi impregnations, we have been unable to identify which physiological
type correlateswith which anatomical type. At the ultrastructural level, the first type is smallerand more electron densethan
the other and contains a large number of mitochondria and
profiles of rough endoplasmicreticulum. The secondhasfewer
organellesand a larger nucleus(Fig. 5B). Their dendritic morphology is alsoslightly different, with the larger type possessing
Discussion
a more elaborate dendritic tree (Carr and Maler, 1985). Both
small cell types possess
a long thin initial segment,from 10 to
Behavioral experiments have shownthat Eigenmannia areable
20 pm in length, with a prominent denseundercoating.
to perform correct jamming avoidance responsesby comparing
Ultrastructural studiesin lamina VI of HRP-labeled afferents
signalsfrom different parts of their body surface (Heiligenand giant cellsdemonstratethat the small cellsreceive gapjuncberg, 1983). Use of the jamming avoidance responseas a betion input onto their somatafrom giant cells (Fig. 5, C, F) and
havioral assayhas shown that these fish detect temporal disinput from electrosensorylateral line lobe afferents onto their
parities betweendifferent parts of the body assmallas400 nsec
dendrites (Fig. 6).
(Carr et al., 1986). The organization of lamina VI in the torus
Small cellsall receive only one synapsefrom a giant cell onto
provides a morphological substratefor the temporal aspectsof
this behavior. The input from the phase-codingsystemto lamtheir somata.This synapsehasa distinct morphology; it is very
large, and may indent into the cell body (Fig. 50. The giant
ina VI giant cells and small cells yields a fast and accurate
cell terminal losesits myelin very closeto the somaof the small
reflection of the timing of the zero-crossingsof signalson the
body surface(Carr et al., 1986) and the structure of the giant
cell, and the large bouton has a wide area of contact with the
small cell (Fig. 5, C, E). The terminal contains a large number
cell provides a morphological substratefor distributing the timof mitochondria, neurofilaments, and vesicles, and both gap
ing information about one part of the body to all regions of
junctions and chemical synapsesare formed in a classicmorlamina VI. Similarly, the structure of the smallcellspermits the
phologically mixed synapse(Sotelo and Kom, 1978), although
segregationand comparisonof inputs representingdifferent spagapjunctions predominate (Fig. 5E). In the junction area, the
tial origins. The elementsof the time-comparison circuit are
two apposedmembranesoften form double invaginations (Fig.
summarized in Figure 7. The structure of both the giant and
5E).
small cells reflects their function.
The dendritesof smallcellsare thin (lessthan 1 pm) and vary
Although the small cells receive a somatic gapjunction contact from one giant cell, this doesnot drive them in a one-toconsiderably in length (from 10 to 40 Km; Figs. SC, 6). They
form swellingsand convoluted knots as large as 5 pm at their
one fashion, or even at a high rate (Heiligenberg and Rose,

Figure 5. Small cell morphology. A, Camera lucida drawing of a Golgi-Kopsch impregnation of the small cells of lamina VI. This lamina is pierced
at regular intervals by columns of vertical neuropil (vn). Bar, 50 pm. B, The two types of small cell in lamina VI. Type VIb, characterized by pale
cytoplasm and a larger soma, is shown at bottom with a giant cell synapse. Type WC, above,has darker cytoplasm and a vertically directed dendrite.
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Bar, 5 Grn. C, Giant cell to small cell synapses. The synapse indents deeply into the small cell body. Bar, 2 Nrn. Inset, This light micrograph of a
heavily labeled giant cell terminal demonstrates the transneuronal filling of a small cell. Bar, 10 pm. D, Golgi-impregnated
small cells. Note the
thin dendrites, and at bottom,the curl (arrow) made by the dendrite as it presumably wraps around an axon terminal. Bar, 10 pm. E, Details of
the giant cell to small cell (SC) synapse. Note the double invaginations (arrow). Bar, 0.5 pm. F, HRP-labeled giant cell synapsing on a small cell.
Bar, 1 pm.
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Figure 6. Synaptic islands. A, HRP-labeled terminal of an afferent axon contracting the swollen distal end of a small cell’s dendrite (right). The
light labeling permits visualization of chemical synapses with round vesicles, desmosomes, and gap junctions. When followed in serial sections,
these synapses may continue for several micra, as if two cylinders were apposed on their long axis. Bar, 1 pm. B, Dendrite (0) wrapped about an
afferent axon. This second form of synaptic island synapse has a dendrite that twines about an alferent terminal (see Figs. 1C and SE for other
examples). Bar, 1 pm. C, A large extent of the swollen distal end (0) of this small cell dendrite is visible. The two axon terminals that synapse on
the dendrite are marked with arrows. Bar, 1 Nrn. D, A bizarre but not uncommon feature of the synaptic islands may be seen in this densely labeled
afferent terminal. In addition to the terminals synapsing on the dendrite (arrows), the terminal membrane forms a sheet that wraps around the
distal end of the dendrite. This wrapping may be seen leaving the large terminal to wrap around the dendrite (0). Bar, 1 pm. E, Smaller version
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1985).We proposethat the sensitivity of the smallcellsto small
temporal disparities may be obtained by requiring that high
levels of activity be optimally triggered by the simultaneous
arrival of input from the somaand dendrites to the spike-initiating zone. The input to the dendriteswould presumablyarrive
first and bedelayedby someamount dependenton the dendritic
morphology, while input to the soma would arrive at a time
dependenton the location of the giant cell somaof its origin.
Thus, all small cells compare a giant cell input against local
afferent information, giving rise to sensitivity to temporal disparities betweencorrespondingpatchesof the body surface.
The hypothesisthat the detection of a small time difference
betweentwo signalsmay be mediated by the delay of the one
input so that it arrives simultaneouslywith another is conceptually similar to the “place theory” proposedby Jeffress(1948)
to explain mechanismsof soundlocalization. He proposedthat
delays might be provided by two afferent inputs of different
lengthsand/or conduction velocities, while we suggestthat in
lamina VI conduction delays are provided by dendrites of various lengths and thickness. We do not know if the small cells
form a “place” or map of temporal disparities corresponding
to space,suchas is found in the auditory system(Sullivan and
Konishi, 1986).We find somatotopic order in the afferent input
to the dendrites,while the giant cell input to the somataappears
to be chosenrandomly. Somatopic order, however, is found in

the laminae above and below VI (Carr et al., 1981).
The morphology of the inputs to the small cellsis sounusual
as to suggestthat structural specificitiesmay at leastpartly account for their ability to detect small time differences,and that
spatial separationof inputs may be the most important factor.
This interpretation is comparable with that proposedfor the
auditory system of the chick by Parks and Rubel (1985). The
site of binaural phasesensitivity in the bird is the nucleuslaminaris, the cells of which also have an unusual morphology.
Inputs from the ipsi- and contralateral ears terminate on the
dorsal and ventral dendritesof the laminaris cells,respectively.
This physical separation may reflect cellular requirementsfor
the detection of simultaneously arriving inputs from different
parts of the animal’s sensorysurface,in this case,the two ears.
A similar separationmay be observed in the “rabbit ear” cells
of the mammalian medial superior olive, where input from the
ipsilateral ear is found on one lateral dendrite and input from
the contralateral ear on the other (Stotler, 1953). This spatial
separationis provided in the phase-comparisonsystem of Eigenmannia through having one type of input terminate on the
soma,and the other on the distal dendrites.
The responsepattern of the small cells may provide some
indication of their modeof action (Heiligenbergand Rose,1985).
Their responseover the periodic stimulus of the beat cycle [see
Carr et al. (1986) for details of these stimulus regimes] rises

t
of the “apposedcylinder” typeof synapse
seen in A. An HRP-labeled afferent axon (A) contacts a dendrite (D). This synapse continued through 5
Mm of serial sections. Bar, 1 pm.
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from a low baselineof activity to 100%over a very small time
window, about 40 Fsec,after which their activity remainshigh.
Theseresponsessuggestthat sometemporal order of inputs is
necessaryto causethe neuron to respond,and, conversely, that
the opposite order is insufficient to excite the cell.
Becauseof the cyclical nature of the stimulus, when the small
cell is not excited either the dendritic input or the giant cell
input must occur first. If the giant cell input were to arrive first,
the pspmight invade the dendrites,blocking the dendritic input,
and thus suppressthe responseof the small cell. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the control of vestibular nystagmusin the puffer fish: An antidromic spike in an oculomotor
neuron blocks the responseevoked by a dendritic spike, and
this waspresumedto invade the impulse-initiation sitesin the
dendrites(Kom and Bennett, 1975). At the neuron’s preferred
temporal disparity, the dendritic input and the giant cell psp
would arrive in synchrony to fire the cell and might continue
to excite it, as the potential changeproduced by the dendritic
input would sum over the rising phaseof the electrotonic giant
cell psp as the one stimulus cycle scansthrough the other.
EM reconstruction of the synaptic islands suggeststhat the
spatial requirementsfor synaptic input onto dendrites of small
cellsare suchas to inject maximal amounts of current into the
dendrites. Thesedendrites are from 0.5 to 1.5 pm in diameter
as they leave the soma, only swelling as they receive synaptic
input distally (Fig. SC). The large,and therefore low-impedance,
distal swellingson thesedendrites should facilitate current injection, while the insulation provided by glial and afferent axon
wrappings surrounding them might ensurethat much of this
current flows into the thinner, more proximal portions of the
dendrite. As the dendrite narrows toward the soma, its input
resistanceshould increase,increasingthe size of the psp. This
resistanceincreasemay be sufficient to produce a spike. This
eventuality hasbeenraisedby Diamond and Ysargil(1969) and
discussedin termsof dendritic spinesby Jack et al. (1975). This
would impose the requirement of excitable membranesin the
smallcell dendrites,but dendritic spikeshave beenobservedin
other systems(Korn and Bennett, 1975; Llinas and Yarom,
1980;Mori and Takagi, 1975;Schwartzkroin, 1975).A dendritic
spike would have the advantage of not decrementingand thus
injecting a greateramount of current into the soma.In addition,
it would have a shorter time course, creating a more precise
window of overlap between the dendritic input and the giant
cell psp on the soma.
Developmentof the time-comparisoncircuit
The developmental assembly of the time-comparison circuit
would require very few rules. Incoming afferentsshouldcontact
anything but somata of small cells, and any giant cell could
contact any smallcell soma.The resulting combinations would
be sensitiveto all possibletiming differences.Additionally, dendrites of small cellsare of variable length; modification of dendritic length may provide a vehicle for fine tuning the system
or compensatingfor growth.
The connections in lamina VI conform to the concepts of
laminar and cellular specificity (Maler et al., 1981). Laminar
specificity, where afferent inputs synapseon every postsynaptic
target in a lamina, characterizesmost laminated structures; in
the caseof lamina VI, it is exemplified by sphericalcell afferents
that terminate on all possiblepostsynapticsites(with the notable
exception of the small cell bodies).The highly specificconnectivity shownby giant cells,which synapseexclusively on small
cell somata,and form their only synaptic input, hasbeentermed
cellular specificity (Maler et al., 1981).
The assemblyof appropriate synaptic connectionsin lamina
VI might be accounted for by the formation of cell-specific
connectionsbetweenthe axon terminals of giant cellsand small
cell somataearlier in development than the appearanceof lam-
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ina-specific connections made by spherical cell afferents. The
afferents might terminate on any vacant postsynaptic site, and
be out-competed at the smallcell somata(Gottlieb and Cowan,
1972). Thus, the combination of cellular specificity in giant cell
connectionsand laminar specificity in incoming afferentswould
be sufficient to produce the time-comparison circuit described
above.
Morphological specializationsin the phase-codingsystem
The morphology of the phase-codingsystemwasfirst described
by Rethelyi and Szabo (1973). Szabo and his coworkers identified lamina VI, which they termed the nucleusmagnocellularis
mesencephali,asan elementof the fast, electrotonically coupled
electrosensorysystem.Their light and ultrastructural studieson
a number of gymnotiform fish identified the elementsof lamina
VI. A detailed study of Gymnotus carapo, a weakly electric fish
with a pulse-type electric organ discharge(Sotelo et al., 1975)
indicated that the midbrain phase-codingnucleusis very similar
to lamina VI in Eigenmannia, despite the differencesin their
jamming avoidance responsebehavior, and the phylogenetic
differencebetweenpulse-and wave-type gymnotiform fish. Giant
cells, small cells, and synaptic islandsare common to both the
pulse- and wave-speciesof gymnotiform fish, although some
important differencesexist betweenthe two groups.In the pulsefish, Gymnotus carapo,giant cell somataare generallymyelinated and do not possess
a conventional initial segment.There are
two types of small cells in both groups, but they receive morphologically distinct inputs in Gymnotus (Sotelo et al., 1975).
The synaptic islandsare extremely similar in both gymnotiform
groups, sharing morphologically mixed synapsesbetween dendritic profiles and axon terminals and copiousglial wrappings.
In consequence,it seemsreasonableto proposethat theseaxon
terminals originate from afferent inputs in pulse-fishas well as
Eigenmannia.
Both the phase-codinginput and the time-comparisoncircuit
in lamina VI are mediated by gapjunctions. The advantageof
added speedand accuracy in the long projections of the phasecoding systemis apparent. The local circuit connectionsin lamina VI are also mediated by gapjunctions. This may be due to
both the system’sability to respond 1:1 with electric organ discharge rates from 200 to 700 Hz, the species’range, and the
giant cell’s requirement for rapid transmissionof timing information. This coupling also mediatessynchrony in the response
of individual sphericalcells and giant cellsto their convergent
input (Carr et al., 1986).
The morphology of lamina VI may be characteristic of the
fast electrosensorysystemsfound in all weakly electric fish.
Szaboet al. (1975) surveyed almostall gymnotiform generaand
found the morphology and physiology characteristic of lamina
VI in all cases.An active electric sensehas evolved independently in the African Mormyriformes; thesefish alsohave both
phase- and amplitude-coding electroreceptors, and a similar
midbrain nucleus,the nucleusexterolateralismesencephali.The
nucleusexterolateralis contains a densenetwork of axons with
both giant and small cells and a projection from phase-coding
cellsin the medulla (Enger et al., 1976; Szabo et al., 1975).
The jamming avoidance responsesof electric fish with pulseand wave-type electric organ dischargesare very different, as
wave-type fish adjust the frequency of their electric organ discharge so as to obtain a private frequency band, while pulsetype fish needprivate time intervals for accurateelectrolocation
(Heiligenberg, 1977). Thus, pulse-fish must act to minimize
coincidencesbetween the pulsesof each fish. The similarities
betweenthe various midbrain phase-codersystems,despitethe
radical differencesin the types of electrical signalsprocessed,
suggestthat these connections may not have developed primarily for the jamming avoidance responsesof thesefish, but
for the detection of phaseshifts causedby the capacitive loads
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of objects (Heiligenberg
and Rose, 1985). Behavioral and neurophysiological
studies in both mormyriform
and gymnotiform
pulse-type electric fish are needed to explore functional correlates of the morphological
similarities between pulse- and wavetype electric fish.
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